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Abstract 

We have determined the technological factors in the hot wall technique that determine the conditions of PbTe thin films with 
pre-assigned parameters. We have proposed the model that describes the processes of growth of PbTe thin films from the vapour 
phase. The general equations, that set the connection between the charge carriers concentration (I1), inversion (n-p transition) 
temperature (T*) of precipitation, evaporation temperature (T~) of the sample, the pressure of the vapour of the components 
(PTe) and condensation temperature (T~) have been obtained. We have shown that the formation of defects like PbTei + - V2g - 
is predominant in PbTe thin films grown from the vapour phase. © 1997 Elsevier Science S.A. 
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1. Introduction 

PbTe is the base material for production of  the 
detectors and sources of coherent infrared radiation [1]. 
In the range of carrier concentration of  interest, its 
electrical properties are determined mostly by the in- 
trinsic defects [2,3]. In the literature there are contradic- 
tory facts about the type of the own defects, as well as 
about their charge state condition [4-11]. The purpose 
of this work is to determine the technological condi- 
tions of the growth of PbTe thin films with the pre-as- 
signed parameters from the vapour phase and to study 
the process of  the formation of the own atomic defects 
in these thin films. 

2. Experimental procedure 

The PbTe thin films were deposited at the fresh 
chippings (1t l )  of BaF2 crystals [12]. The synthesized 
PbTe crystals with n-type conductivity and with the 
original concentration of  charge carriers ~1018 cm -3 
were used as the samples for the evaporation. 
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The rate of the layer growth at the evaporation 
temperature T, = 820 K, the temperature of  chamber 
walls Tw -- 850 K and the temperature of the substrate 
Ts = 420-620 K was 3-8  nm s - i .  The thickness of  the 
layers was 7-10  lain. It has been determined that the 
epitaxial layers of  PbTe have electron conductivity at 
all the precipitation temperatures within the studied 
range Ts = 420-620 K. 

3. Results 

The increase in To within this range results in the 
decrease in the concentration of  electrons (Fig. 1). It 
is known that besides the precipitation temperature T o 
the pressure of the component vapour in the conden- 
sation zone is an important parameter influencing the 
character of the deviation from the stoichiometry and 
also the mechanism of  the formation of the own de- 
fects of  an atomic structure [12-15]. Thus, the n-type 
layers of PbTe are precipitated at the low pressures 
(Fig. 2, left branches), while the p-type layers are 
precipitated at high pressures (Fig. 2, right branches) 
of Te. The pressure, at which the inversion of the 
conductivity type occurs depends on the substrate 
temperature. 
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4. Theoretical framework 

For the description of the processes of the thin films 
growth the quasi-chemical method was used [16]. It was 
assumed that the concentration of the charge carriers is 
determined by the ionized Frenkel defects. Within the 
chosen model the process of the growth is described by 
the system of crystal-chemical reactions (Table 1). The 
reaction (I) describes the evaporation of the compound 
at the temperature T~ and takes into consideration the 
decomposition during the transformation from the solid 
phase (s) into vapour (v); reactions (II) and (III) repre- 
sent the equilibrium of the own atomic defects (intersite 
Pb atoms Pb, + and Pb vacancies V~,b) in the layers at 
the temperature of the substrate T~. The equations (IV) 
and (V) are responsible for the expression of the own 
conductivity and of the full electroneutrality. 

The concentration of the electrons can be expressed 
through the constants of the quasi-chemical reactions 
and through the partial pressure of Te vapour: 

2"KT%, V(Ts) '  K i - 2 g T  " ~ ' t .  s) p1/2.Te2 n 2 ..~ n 2 

- Kpb, v(T~)" KpbT~(T¢)'PT~lz/2 + K~(T~) = 0 (1) 

The concentration of charge carriers, experimentally 
determined by the Hall's effect, is 

nH= n -- p (2) 

and 

n .p  = KitTy) 

Finally, 

n ~  = n - K i ( T O  " ~ -  ~. (3)  

The expression for the substrate temperature T* that 
corresponds to the conditions of layer growth in the 
region of the thermodynamic n -p  junction can be 
found using the equations of the electroneutratity. The 
temperature of the thermodynamic n -p  junction while 
the formation of the Pb~ + - V 2 g  type defects: 
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Fig. 1. Dependency of  concentration (I) and mobiiity (2) of charge 
carriers at 77 K in PbTe thin films on the precipitation temperature 
T s ( m e t h o d - - h o t  wall, substrates--(11 I) BaF> T, = 820 K, T w = 850 
K, PTe2 = 3.3.10 . 3  Pa). 
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Fig. 2. Dependency of concentration of carriers in PbTe thin films on 
the partial pressure of Te2 vapour PTe2 (method--hot wall, sub- 
strates--(l I 1) BaF2). 

T* = 0.5" A H  i -4:- AHpb ' v -- AHTe> v 
k 

( K° Pb, V - -  AH_PbTe ~ - 1  

× i n  2 . K T e z  ' V'PT% k" T e ] (4) 

5. Discussion 

Some results of the theoretical calculations that de- 
termine the dependence of the charge carriers concen- 
tration in the PbTe thin layers on the technological 
factors are presented in Fig. 3. According to the re- 
ceived data (Fig. 3(a)); the increase in precipitation 
temperature T~, while the evaporation temperature Y~ 
and the partial pressure of the Te vapour P-re2 remain 
constant, results in the original decrease in electron 
concentration, in the inversion of the conductivity type 
and in the further growth of hole concentration (T* is 
the temperature, at which the thermodynamic n -p  
junction occurs). The reason for this is th e predomi- 
nance of acceptor Pb vacancies formation with the 
increase in T~. On the other hand, the increase in Te 
vapour pressure -PTe, results in decrease of the tempera- 
ture T* (Fig. 3(a)),'while the increase in evaporation 
temperature Te causes its growth. In the first case the 
Pb vacancies formation predominates, and in the sec- 
ond case mostly the donor intersite Pb atoms are 
formed. With the increase in partial pressure of Te 
v a p o u r  -PT%, as well as with the increase in precipitation 
temperature, the equilibrium concentration of Pb va- 
cancies grows. This leads to the drop in electron con- 
centration in PbTe films. The growth of the 
evaporation temperature T~ causes the increase in the 
concentration of the intersite Pb atoms and moves the 
thermodynamic n -p  junction to the region of the 
higher values of PT%, while the growth of T~ moves it in 
the direction of the reduction of PT% (Fig. 3(b)). 
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Table 1 
Reactions and equilibrium constants K =  K°.exp(-AH/kT)  of formation of the predominant atomic defects in PbTe layers 

No, Reactions K (P, Pa; n, cm -3) K ° 

t PbTe s = Pb v + ½Te v KPbTe (T~) = -Pvb" P J(~2 1.40' 1016 
II Pb v = Pb? + e-  Kvb ' v(T 0 = [Pb + ]. n. Pb~ 5.45- 1030 
III l v 5Te2 V~,~-+Te°~+2h+ _ 2- . 2. -1t2 = KT%. v(T~) - [Vpb ] p -PT% 7.59" 1058 
IV '0' = e -  + h +  Ki(T~) = n 'p  1.06' i04l 
V 2[V~g] + n = [Pb~ + ] + p 
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Fig. 3. Calculated dependencies of charge carriers concentration n H in 
PbTe thin films on: (a) precipitation temperature T~ (P-r~2, Pa: 
3.3'10 -3 (1); 10 .6 (2); 10 .2  (3); Te= 820 K); (b) partial pressure of 
Te vapour P'r~2 (T~, K: 550 (1); 600 (2); 650 (3); T, = 820 K). 

The calculations (Fig. 3) prove that the mechanism of 
Frenkel defects formations in cation sublattice can 
qualitatively explain the experimental results. 
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